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 1      For the purpose of simplicity, in this book the terms European Union, EU or Union will be used 
also when referring to the European Economic Community (EEC).  

 2      The family reunifi cation legislation does not simply encompass the right of residence of a third 
country national family member within the EU but also all the other rights connected to it such as 
employment rights, education rights, right to stay after death or divorce from the EU citizen etc.  

 3      The necessity of protecting families was understood far back in the past, since the  ius commune  
era. On this point see       M   Antokolskaia   ,  ‘  The  “ better law ”  approach and the harmonization of family 
law  ’  ,     KB   Woelki    (ed), in   Perspective for the Unifi cation and Harmonization of Family Law in Europe  , 
(  Oxford  ,  Hart Publishing ,  2003 )  159, 169 – 70    . After the Second World War, protection was granted to 
families at international level. State family law is subject to both private international law conventions 
and public international law. Under the fi rst group we can list the Hague Convention on Child Abduc-
tion (25 October 1980, entered into force 1 December 1983), the Hague Convention on Inter-country 
Adoption (29 May 1993, entered into force 1 May 1995), the Convention on the Law Applicable to 
Maintenance Obligations towards Children (24 October 1956, entered into force 1 January 1962) and 
the Hague Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family 
Maintenance (23 November 2007, entered into force 1 January 2013). These treaties are binding on 
state parties and in many states they become enforceable through implementing legislation. As far 
as public constitutional law is concerned, the major pieces of legislation affecting family law are the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (art 16, 10 December 1948), the European Convention on 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR, Art 8, Art 14 and Protocol 1 Art 1, 4 Novem-
ber 1950, entered into force 3 September 1953), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
(ICCPR, Art 7, 16 December 1966, entered into force 23 March 1976), the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, Art 10, 16 December 1966, entered into force 
3 January 1976). The fi rst treaties that, at international level, recognised the right to family  reunifi cation 
were Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (signed 18 December 1979, 
entered into force 3 September 1981), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20  November 
1989, entered into force 2 September 1990) and the Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All 
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families (approved 18 December 1990, entered into force 
1 July 2003). Nevertheless, even when these provisions started to be protected internationally, the trea-
ties and conventions that contained them did not envisage a clear system of enforcement. For example 
the Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 
established, at Art 72, a Committee for the Rights of Migrant Workers. However, this body functions as 
a body of political pressure and is not able to enforce sanctions.  

 4      Several directives were adopted by taking this article as a legal ground (or the previous Art 63(3)(4) 
TEC): Dir 2003/86/EC on the right of family reunifi cation; Dir 2003/109/EC concerning the  status 

   Introduction   

 THE EUROPEAN UNION (henceforth the EU or the Union) 1  has developed 
complex legislation concerning family reunifi cation 2  of third country national 
EU family members. 3  For the purpose of simplicity it is possible to subdivide 

the group of families affected by this legislation into three main categories. The fi rst 
category includes those third country nationals already residing within the territory 
of one of the Member States wishing to live with a third country national family 
member. In accordance with the power granted by the Treaty at Article 79(2)(a)(b) 
TFEU 4  in the area of immigration, the EU released Directive 2003/86/EC on the right 
to family reunifi cation, which sets minimum standard conditions for the exercise of 



2 Introduction

of third-country nationals who are long-term residents; Dir 2004/81/EC on the residence permit issued 
to third-country nationals who are victims of traffi cking in human beings; Dir 2004/114/EC on the 
conditions of admission of third-country nationals for the purposes of studies, pupil exchange, unre-
munerated training or voluntary service; Dir 2005/71/EC on a specifi c procedure for admitting third-
country nationals for the purposes of scientifi c research; Dir 2009/50/EC on the conditions of entry 
and residence of highly qualifi ed workers.  

 5         Council Dir 2003/86/EC  [ 2003 ]  OJ L 251/12   . For an account of this Directive see       K   Groenendijk   , 
 ‘  Family Reunifi cation as a Right under Community Law  ’  ( 2006 )  10      European Journal of Migration and 
Law    215    . Apart from freedom of movement legislation and Dir 2003/86/EC, family reunifi cation provi-
sions can be found in several Association Agreements with third countries. In addition, there are also 
several special EU law regimes of family reunion with regard to special categories of third country 
nationals such as Refugees and Blue Card Directive holders. The special rules for refugees are set out in 
Chapter V of the general Family Reunion Directive. The special rules for Blue Card    Directive holders 
are instead contained in Council Dir 2009/50/EC  [ 2009 ]  OJ L 155/17   . For a detailed explanation of 
these exceptions see      S   Peers   ,   EU Justice and Home Affairs Law   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2011 ) 
 473 – 78   .  

 6         Council Dir 2004/38/EC  [ 2004 ]  OJ L 158/77   .  
 7      Family reunifi cation between third country nationals and EU citizens, be they either moving 

or static, is not an irrelevant phenomenon. In 2010 the total numbers of permits released by the 27 
Member States to third country nationals willing to reunite with non-EU citizens was 508,325 (see 
Green Paper on the right to family reunifi cation of third-country nationals living in the European 
Union (Dir 2003/86/EC) COM (2011) 735 fi nal, 10) whilst the total numbers of permits released 
for family reasons to third country nationals regardless of the nationality of the sponsor amounted 
roughly to 775,000 (see fi le  ‘ First residence permits issued in the EU-28 by reasons, 2008, 2009, 
2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.png ’ , data collected from Eurostat available at ec.europa.eu/euro-
stat/statistics-explained/index.php/File:First_residence_permits_issued_in_the_EU-28_by_
reasons,_2008,_2009,_2010,_2011,_2012,_2013_and_2014.png). These data, once combined, suggest 
that in 2010 roughly 226,675 third country nationals applied for family reunifi cation with EU sponsors.  

the right to family reunifi cation by third country nationals residing lawfully in the 
territory of the Member States. 5  This Directive has consequentially shaped national 
legislation that has to be applied to this category of family members. The second 
category covers EU workers or citizens residing in another Member State wishing 
to live with a third country national family member. Also in this case the right of 
entry and residence of the third country national is granted in accordance with EU 
law, although this time owing to Directive 2004/38/EC 6  on the right of free move-
ment of EU citizens and their family members. Finally, the third category concerns 
those nationals residing in their EU Member State of origin wishing to live with a 
third country national family member. The legislation applying to this category is still 
national. In other words, it is up to the state to decide the conditions and the modal-
ity of admission of these specifi c third country nationals. However, in accordance to 
the recent jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union (henceforth 
the CJEU or the Court), third country national family members of EU non-moving 
citizens should be allowed to reside in the national Member State of their EU sponsor 
if the denial of this right would force the latter to leave the territory of the EU. In these 
cases, family reunifi cation rights are granted not via national rules but by EU law. 

 This book focuses on the issue of family reunifi cation rights granted to third 
country nationals within the EU and, in particular, on the two last categories of 
potential applicants listed above. Leaving aside the numerical importance of this 
phenomenon, 7  it is worth focusing on this specifi c issue because it has been the 
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 8      It is worth pointing out that just some Member States raised issues concerning third country 
national family members. From the cases that will be analysed we can note that those involved in these 
kinds of dispute most often are Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, Belgium and Ireland, to which one 
should add also Denmark, Greece, Austria and Poland, which are often listed among the intervening 
states in the post  Zambrano  cases.  

 9      See Chapters 3 and 4 for an account of the Member States ’  approach.  
 10            A   Tryfonidou   ,  ‘  Family Reunifi cation Rights of (Migrant) Union Citizens :  Towards a More Liberal 

Approach  ’  ( 2009 )  15      European Law Journal    634, 634    . It was also argued that the Court  ‘ must either 
endeavour to weave its case law logically together or, if there are good reasons to push the law in a 
different direction, articulate its reasoning as clearly and explicitly as possible ’ :       N   Nic Shuibhne   ,  ‘  Case 
Law: (Some) of the Kids Are all right  ’  ( 2012 )  49      Common Market Law Review    349, 379    . As far as family 
reunifi cation between EU static citizens and third country nationals is concerned, it was also argued 
that the post- Zambrano  cases are good examples of how the Court conjured rights, and limits to them, 
out of nowhere:      A   Dashwood   ,  ‘  Judicial Activism and Conferred Powers — Is the CJEU Falling into 
Bad Habits ?   ’ ,  paper presented at the 10th IEL (Institute of European Law) Annual Lecture ,  Birming-
ham University ,  27 June 2012   . On the academic debate addressed by the Court see also in particular 
      S   Acierno   ,  ‘  The Carpenter judgment: fundamental rights and the limits of the Community legal order  ’  
( 2003 )  28      European Law Review    398, 407    ;       E   Spaventa   ,  ‘  From Gebhard to Carpenter: Towards a (Non-) 
Economic European Constitution  ’      Common Market Law Review   ( 2004 )  41   743, 767    ;       A   Tryfonidou   ,  ‘  Jia 
or  “ Carpenter II ” : the edge of reason  ’  ( 2007 )  32      European Law Review    908, 917     (in this case comment 
the author underlined how the Court did not succeed in making explicit whether it was willing to 
depart from the previous  Akrich  case and to endorse a new family reunifi cation approach);       JB   Bierbach   , 
 ‘  European citizens ’  third-country family members and Community law  ’  ( 2008 )  4      European Constitu-
tional Law Review    344, 356 – 57     (in this case comment the author underlines how the CJEU ’ s reasoning 
was far from providing legal certainty);      NG   Foster   ,   Foster on EU Law   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press , 
 2011 )  353   .  

object of a lively debate, which is still ongoing. Indeed over the years, particularly 
with regard to cases concerning EU moving citizens and third country nation-
als, Member States 8  have often tried to deny family reunifi cation rights to third 
country national EU family members, 9  despite the clear indications of the EU 
Legislator. Moreover, the Court ’ s answer to the challenges that have been raised 
concerning this issue have not been completely consistent, swinging between lib-
eral and austere positions, 10  and often utilising reasoning that is diffi cult to rec-
oncile with others. 

 The object of this book is to analyse the intricate legislative and jurisprudential 
development of the phenomenon of family reunifi cation between EU citizens and 
third country nationals. In order to fulfi l this aim, the book endorses a historical 
approach. Through historical analysis the book will show how the phenomenon 
of family reunifi cation between EU citizens and third country nationals is the fruit 
of a development that, starting from the legislation of the fi rst post-Second World 
War era, reached its peak in the more recent judgments of the CJEU. Using a his-
torical perspective, it will be shown that family reunifi cation legislative provisions, 
their more recent CJEU interpretation and the new application of the concept of 
EU citizenship to family reunifi cation cases involving EU citizens and third coun-
try nationals fi nd their grounds on different but concrete historical trends that 
infl uenced the development of the EU approach on this issue. 

 It is common knowledge that, since its beginning, the main aim of the EU has 
been the creation of a common market. The Treaty of Rome, in establishing the 
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EU, recognised that certain matters had necessarily to be free from any regula-
tion that would restrict their movement among the Member States. The aim of 
developing the right of free movement of workers was immediately endorsed by 
the Court. The CJEU, through its restless activity, immediately from the early six-
ties started to interpret broadly the provisions on free movement of workers and, 
later on, to apply the deterrence test to free movement of labour cases in order to 
eliminate all the obstacles that could hinder Member States ’  workers from taking 
advantage of such a crucial right. 11  Furthermore, in 1992 the concept of European 
citizenship (from now on also EU citizenship) was fi nally introduced in the Maas-
tricht Treaty. The Court interpreted this new concept not only as a way to extend 
free movement rights to non-economically active people but also as a source of 
self-standing rights occurring without the presence of a real cross-border element. 
However, the action of the EU and of the Court soon began to clash with immigra-
tion policies adopted by some Member States. Over the last 40 years immigration 
has become a particularly prominent issue in Europe and it has often generated 
vehement national political debate. Since the oil crisis of the seventies, passing 
through the fall of the Berlin Wall, followed by the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the more 
recent Arab spring and the current immigration crisis stemming from the Syrian 
civil war, many European states have begun to fear waves of legal and illegal third 
country nationals and have acted to keep them from crossing their borders. 12  For 
these reasons the signing of the Schengen Treaty as well as the introduction of the 
concept of EU citizenship and the enhancement of free movement of workers, 
which have eased the movements of people throughout the EU, have had a deep 
impact on the perception of immigration, to the extent that the greater interna-
tionalism of Europeans has simultaneously triggered strong Eurocentrism, fear of 
third country nationals and xenophobia. 13  The development of the EU approach 
over family reunifi cation between EU citizens and third country nationals, both 
legislative and jurisprudential, will be analysed considering these factors in the 
background. Adopting this approach will allow us to offer a realistic account of 
this phenomenon relying on factors that clearly infl uenced the choices of the Leg-
islator and of the Court. 

 To this end, the book is organised as follows.  Chapter 1  focuses on the post-
Second World War bilateral agreements period up until the signing of the Treaty 
of Rome and the creation of the Common Market. This chapter shows that family 
reunifi cation provisions were introduced within the free movement legislation for 
the purpose of matching the post-war lack of manpower of Northern European 
states with the Italian surplus of labour through the establishment of the right 

 11         On this point see Chapter 2   .  
 12         Among others see the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, interview of Antonio Guterres, 20 

March 2012, available at www.epc.eu/events_rep_details.php?cat_id=6&pub_id=1430     .  
 13         D Cesarani and M Fulbrook, Citizenship, Nationality and Migration in Europe (London, Taylor & 

Francis, 2002) 3     .  
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 14         Among others see F Pastore and G Sciortino, Tutori Lontani: il Ruolo degli Stati d’Origine nel Pro-
cesso di Integrazione degli Immigrati (2001) Ricerca svolta su incarico della Commissione delle politiche 
di integrazione degli immigrati presso Centro Studi di Politica Internazionale (Cespi) 10–11, available 
at www.cespi.it/PASTORE/tutori-lontani.PDF     .  

 15         KJ Bade, Migration in European History (Oxford, Blackwell Publishing, 2003) 280     .  
 16         ibid     .  

of free movement of people. 14  By looking at the connections between bilateral 
agreements and the Common Market the book will show how family reunifi cation 
was introduced not for humanitarian reasons but as an incentive to encourage 
Italian workers to move towards northern European Member States in order to fi ll 
their lack of manpower. 

 Chapter 2 focuses on the move towards stricter immigration that occurred after 
the oil crisis. This chapter will show how the sudden drop in economic activity 
pushed some states to endorse protectionist measures, which included reducing 
immigration. The  ‘ other ’  started to be stigmatised as a potential threat 15  for the 
economy and society by the media and within the political arena 16  and this has 
become part of the common mentality that continues to the present day. 

 Chapter 3 focuses on the analysis of the secondary legislation and the fi rst case 
law over the issue of family reunifi cation between EU citizens and third country 
nationals. It will be shown how the provisions contained in these pieces of legis-
lation found their roots at the interface between free movement of workers and 
citizens and Member States ’  concerns over immigration and how these two cur-
rents ended up shaping the reasoning of the Court in applying them. In particular, 
the chapter is subdivided in three subsections. The fi rst subsection is dedicated 
to the development of the secondary legislation provisions concerning residence 
rights of third country national family members and on how the Court applied 
and interpreted them. The second subsection is dedicated to further provisions 
inserted since the fi rst secondary legislation such as the requirement, to be ful-
fi lled by the EU worker, of having proper housing available for himself and his 
family, the consequences faced by EU workers and their family members in case 
the former cease to work through physical incapacity, retirement age or death, the 
condition of dependency of the third country national upon the EU worker, the 
conditions under which EU workers and their family members can be expelled 
for breach of public policy, public security and public health and the working 
status, education rights and social and tax advantages of EU workers ’  family mem-
bers. The third subsection is fi nally dedicated to some provisions inserted in more 
recent secondary legislation such as the condition on sickness insurance and suf-
fi cient economic resources that the EU worker has to fulfi l in order to reunite with 
his family in the host Member State, provisions on the rights of family members 
in case of separation or divorce from the EU worker and the provision on the 
right of permanent residence of family members of EU workers. Overall, it will be 
shown how the approach of the Legislator and of the CJEU has been particularly 
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open towards third country national family members ’  residence rights although 
not completely free from the infl uence of Member States ’  immigration concerns 
which have, at times, determined the outcome of the cases. 

 Chapter 4 will show how the Court ’ s reasoning in cases involving EU static citi-
zens was mainly built around the immigration concerns of some Member States, 
this time however at the interplay with the development of the EU citizenship 
status as a source of self-standing rights. Unlike the previous chapter, however, 
it will be shown that overall the outcome of these cases was shaped around the 
immigration concerns of the Member States, as is evident in the post  Zambrano  17  
cases up until  Alokpa . 18  

 Finally,  Chapter 5  will be dedicated to some conclusions. It will focus on the 
potential development of the concept of EU citizenship as a status that protects not 
just the right to move but also the right to reside. It will be shown that, potentially, 
an enhanced concept of EU citizenship could reinforce the protection of families 
composed of EU citizens and third country nationals, both in cases involving EU 
static and moving citizens. 

 

   

 17         Case C-34/09    Ruiz Zambrano v Offi ce national de l ’ emploi (ONEm)   EU:C:2011:124  .  
 18         Case C-86/12    Alokpa and Others v Ministre du Travail, de l ’ Emploi et de l ’ Immigration   

EU:C:2013:645  .  



 1         Council Reg 15/1961/EEC  [ 1961 ]  OJ L 1073/6   . This measure was also accompanied by the Direc-
tive of 13 December 1961 on the administration practices concerning settlement, employment and 
residence OJ 80 1513 – 16.  

 2      The second step of this three-step phase started with the introduction of    Council Reg 38/1964/
EEC  [ 1964 ]  OJ L 965/64   . The third and last one started in 1968 with Council Reg 1612/1968/EEC OJ 
Sp Ed 1968, L 257/2. Council Reg 1612/68/EEC was repealed in 2011 by    Council Reg 492/2011/EU  
[ 2011 ]  OJ L 141/1   . The subdivision in different phases was meant to introduce gradually the concept of 
freedom of movement of workers in order not to negatively affect the domestic markets. For instance, 
in the fi rst two phases, the priority to take up job offers was given to national workers (if the competent 
authorities did not propose the name of a national worker within three weeks, only then could the offer 
be taken up by the worker of another Member State). This limitation was eliminated with Council 
Reg 1612/68/EEC.  

 3      A sign that the EU did not intend to create a general legislative protection for family reunifi cations 
consists in the fact that these rights were considered residual. Indeed, family members who had the 
nationality of a Member State and were economically active could rely directly on the free  movement 
provisions in order to have access to the host Member State. On this point see      J   Handoll   ,   Free  Movement 
of Persons in the EU   (  New York  ,  Wiley ,  1995 )  249   .  

 4            G   Barret   ,  ‘  Family Matters :  European Community Law and Third Country National Family 
 Members  ’  ( 2003 )  40      Common Market Law Review    369, 375 – 76    .The fi rst to explicate this idea was 
AG Darmon in the  Demirel  case (   Case C-12/86    Demirel v Stadt Schw ä bisch Gm ü nd   EU:C:1987:232  . 

 1 

   Family Reunifi cation at the Time 
of Bilateral Agreements and the 

Common Market   

   1. INTRODUCTION  

 THE FIRST EU law provision granting family residence rights to family 
members of EU workers can be found in Council Regulation 15/1961/EEC 1  
on free movement of workers. This was the fi rst regulation of a three-step 

phase that culminated with Regulation 1612/1968/EEC and the full liberalisation 
of manpower. 2  Article 10(1) of the latter regulation provided that the spouse, the 
descendants who are under the age of 21 years or dependants and the dependent 
relatives in the ascending line of the worker and his spouse have the right, irrespec-
tive of their nationality,  ‘ to install themselves with a worker who is a national of 
one Member State and who is employed in the territory of another Member State ’ . 

 It has been argued that, originally, these provisions were not introduced for 
humanitarian concerns 3  but for economic reasons concerning the Common Mar-
ket. 4  As the goal of the EU was in fact the creation of a market in which factors of 
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He pointed out that  ‘ family reunifi cation for example is treated by community law as a necessary 
element in giving effect to the freedom of movement of workers and does not become a right until the 
freedom which it presupposed has taken effect ’ . On this point see also      E   Guild   ,   The Legal Elements of 
European Identity, EU Citizenship and Migration Law   (  The Hague  ,  Kluwer Law International ,  2004 )  98   .  

 5      Barret, above n 4 at 375 – 76.  
 6            KF   Zimmerman   ,  ‘  Tackling the European Migration Problem  ’  ( 1995 )  9      The Journal of Economic 

Perspectives    45, 46 – 47    .  
 7      In particular France and England opened the doors to immigration from some of their colonies 

(Algeria, the Caribbean, India and Pakistan) and encouraged immigration of ex-colonials back to their 
motherland. On this point see       M   Martiniello   ,  ‘  The new migratory Europe: Towards a proactive immi-
gration policy  ’  , in     CA   Parsons    and    TM   Smeeding    (eds),   Immigration and the Transformation of Europe   
(  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge University Press ,  2006 )  301    .  

production (goods, services, capital and labour) could move where the require-
ments of supply and demand dictated, 5  residence rights of family members were 
built as an instrument to avoid hindrances to the free movement of the European 
worker. 

 This chapter will look at the origins of the phenomenon of family reunifi cation 
between European workers and their family members. The chapter will start this 
historical overview by looking at family residence rights from the time of bilat-
eral agreements between Italy and northern European countries and will show 
how they played a role in creating an incentive for workers to migrate towards the 
receiving state. It will then highlight also that the provisions inserted in the fi rst 
secondary free movement legislation were drafted as a way to create incentives for 
unemployed Italians to move to the northern European Member States. Finally, it 
will be noted that the openness of the EU provisions was not just directed towards 
family members born in one of the EU Member States but also towards third 
country national family members. 

 The message conveyed in this chapter is fundamental in order to clarify the 
background that brought about the fi rst provisions on family reunifi cation and 
to highlight the reasons behind their development both in terms of legislative 
changes and jurisprudential interpretation.  

   2. MOVEMENT RIGHTS OF WORKERS AND THE ROLE OF ITALY: FROM 
BILATERAL AGREEMENTS TO THE TREATY OF 

ROME AND THE COMMON MARKET  

 The years from 1945 to the late sixties were characterised by an increased infl ow of 
immigrants to different European states and from outside and inside Europe. 6  The 
rise in the number of immigrants coming to Europe was triggered by two main 
factors: on one side, strong economic growth in the old continent, on the other, a 
shortage of workers and the process of decolonisation. 7  With regard to economic 
growth, nothing in the history of Europe resembles the experience of the post-war 
years. The standard of living of all social classes increased continually and rapidly 



Movement Rights of Workers  9

 8           AS   Milward   ,   The European Rescue of the Nation State   (  London  ,  Routledge ,  1992 )  21   . The author 
explains the uniqueness of this period underlining the role of the state as the crucial and most impor-
tant factor. The successful institutional management of the economy of that time, in his view, was one 
of the main explanatory factors of the new European economic expansion.  

 9      Zimmerman, above n 6 at 46. On this point see also      KJ   Bade   ,   Migration in European History   
(  Oxford  ,  Blackwell Publishing ,  2003 )  215   .  

 10            R   Hansen   ,  ‘  Migration to Europe since 1945: its History and its Lessons  ’  ( 2003 )  74      The Political 
Quarterly    25, 25    .  

 11            LP   Moch   ,  ‘  Foreign Workers in Western Europe :  The  “ Cheaper Hands ”  in Historical Perspective  ’   in 
    J   Klausen    and    L   Tilly    (eds),   European Integration in Social and Historical Perspective: 1850 to the Present   
(  New York  ,  Rowman  &  Littlefi eld ,  1997 )  111    .  

 12      See Martiniello, above n 7 at 7.  
 13           J   Torpey   ,   The Invention of the Passport   (  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge University Press ,  1999 )  . The 

author underlined how, in spite of the generally liberal attitude toward freedom of movement during 
the late 19th century, governments became increasingly oriented to making distinctions between their 
own citizens and others on the basis of documents such as ID cards or, more commonly, passports 
(at 93).  

 14      To this critical scenario one has to add nearly one million people, just from the north of Italy, 
that were previously employed in the war industry and, after the war ended, were left without a job. 
See       C   Besana   ,  ‘  Accordi Internazionali ed Emigrazione della Manodopera Italiana tra Ricostruzione e 
Sviluppo  ’   in     Sergio   Zaninelli    and    M   Taccolini    (eds),   Il lavoro come fattore produttivo e come risorsa nella 
storia economica italiana: atti del Convegno di studi, Roma, 24 novembre 2000   (  Milano  ,  Vita e pensiero , 
 2002 )  4    .  

 15            F   Romero   ,  ‘  Migration as an issue in European interdependence and integration: the case of Italy  ’   
in     AS   Milward   ,    F   Lynch   ,    R   Ranieri   ,    F   Romero    and    V   Soresen    (eds),   The Frontier of National Sovereignty   :  
  History and Theory, 1945 – 1992   (  London  ,  Routledge ,  1993 )  37    .  

for more than two decades. 8  As far as the shortage of workers is concerned, data 
show that immediately after the war the number of displaced people was around 
20 million. 9  This circumstance made the Federal Republic of Germany (henceforth 
Germany) and many other states of continental Europe realise that their labour 
requirements could not be satisfi ed by their own nationals alone. 10  The realisa-
tion that some of the northern states needed labour engendered a signifi cant rise 
in migration. 11  This lack of labour then started to be fi lled both by immigrants 
coming from ex-colonies and immigrants coming from southern Europe (Spain, 
Portugal, Greece, Italy and the Balkans) and North Africa and Turkey. 12  The need 
for immigrant workers went hand in hand with the relaxation of borders. Indeed, 
some European states such as Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands began to 
adopt more friendly policies on immigration like eliminating the stringent pass-
port controls inherited from the inter-war period. 13  

 This chapter is only focused on the role of Italy. This is because Italy was the only 
southern European country involved both in negotiating bilateral agreements and 
in the drafting of the Common Market and, therefore, it is the link through which 
it is possible to discover potential connections between the two projects in terms 
of family reunifi cation policies. From the end of the Second World War, Italy ’ s vast 
population and lack of capital enhanced a widespread political consensus on the 
necessity of developing new effi cient migration policies. With an offi cial level of 
unemployment of 2,000,000 people 14  the Italian government considered the emi-
gration of national workers to be a vital necessity. 15  The migratory outfl ow had to 
be rapid and as vast as possible and the government ’ s own diplomatic initiatives 
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 16      ibid.  
 17           F   Pastore    and    G   Sciortino   ,   Tutori Lontani: il Ruolo degli Stati d ’ Origine nel Processo di Integrazi-

one degli Immigrati  ,  Ricerca svolta su incarico della Commissione delle politiche di integrazione degli 
immigrati  ( 2001 )  , available at   www.cespi.it/PASTORE/tutori-lontani.PDF  , 10 – 11.  

 18            BS   Heisler   ,  ‘  Sending Countries and the Politics of Emigration and Destination  ’  ( 1985 )  19      Inter-
national Migration Review    469, 474    .  

 19      Romero, above n 15 at 40.  
 20      Martiniello, above n 7 at 310.  
 21      Romero, above n 15 at 39 – 40.  

had to be focused on the pursuit of this goal. Hence, the promotion of emigration 
became the primary purpose of Italy ’ s foreign policy. 16  The exigency of several 
states to recruit workers and the corresponding need of Italy to fi nd employment 
for its nationals made everyone realise the necessity of agreeing on an intelligent 
inter-state policy that had to be capable of allowing workers to move from one 
part of Europe to another in order to take up employment. 17  This common pur-
pose opened up the golden era of bilateral treaties. As Schmitter highlights, these 
treaties were the trigger and guidance of Europe after the Second World War. 18  
From 1946 onwards Italy signed bilateral agreements with all the European coun-
tries that experienced labour shortages, including Belgium, France, Germany, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the UK. These agreements organised the co-
operation between different states ’  employment services with the aim of promot-
ing the recruitment of specifi c types of worker. An overall ceiling was usually set 
to limit the number of immigrant workers that could be admitted every year. The 
decision on recruitment was left to the expressed demand of the receiving state. 
Depending on the country, sometimes the concrete process of recruitment was 
either managed directly by a government agency or left to the employer. 19  

 Despite their crucial role in fi nding a temporary answer to the problems of 
labour shortages and unemployment after the Second World War, it is important 
to note that bilateral agreements were no more than an appendage to the employ-
ment policy, as they did not encompass any vision for a long-term integration of 
immigrant workers. For example, workers were given work and accommodation 
for a limited stay, the labour market was limited just to some sectors such as min-
ing, iron and steel, and the recruitment process was only focused on young male 
workers. 20  Moreover, bilateral agreements never really led towards a permanent 
opening of the foreign markets because the receiving states always used them as 
 ‘ turn on and off  ’  solutions to immigration.  ‘ When demand (for labour) was very 
high the economic priorities of the host countries could occasionally coincide 
with the needs of the sending countries, but the agreements did not assure any 
irreversible right to the latter. ’  21  

 The volatility of the northern European demand and the temporary nature of 
employment offered by the host states triggered many returns and soon made Italy 
realise that these agreements were an inadequate instrument for the solution of 
the Italian migratory problems. The Italian government therefore became increas-
ingly persuaded that national barriers to the circulation of manpower had to be 
brought down another way. The only way to circumvent the problem of national 
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 22      ibid, 40.  
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with the aim of continuing a joint economic recovery programme within Europe after the end of the 
Second World War. Originally the OEEC had 18 participants. In September 1961 the OEEC was super-
seded by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), a worldwide body.  

 24            L   Tosi   ,  ‘  La tutela internazionale dell ’ immigrazione  ’   in     P   Bevilacqua   ,    A   De Clementi    and    E   Fran-
zina    (eds),   Storia dell ’ immigrazione italiana, vol 2, arrivi   (  Roma  ,  Donzelli Editore ,  2001 )  453 – 56    .  

 25      See      DW   Urwin   ,   The Community of Europe, A History of European Integration since 1945   (  New 
York  ,  Longman ,  1995 )  1 – 3   .  

 26      Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, expired 23 July 2002.  
 27      Romero, above n 15 at 43.  
 28      ibid. Italy argued that freedom of circulation had to entail the full harmonisation of all the fac-

tors and procedures regulating access to the labour market of the six Member States. However, this 
attempt did not fi nd the approval of the other Member States. France and Luxembourg conceived 
the free movement of workers within Europe as an aim that had to be achieved when the problem of 
unemployment in Europe had been completely solved. On the other side Belgium and the Netherlands 
did not agree to a mutual recognition of qualifi cations and to harmonisation of social legislation. 

barriers was to internationalise the issue of Italian unemployment and deal with 
it at a multilateral level. The issue of full employment had to transcend national 
state borders and be placed in the broader backdrop of the economic co- operation 
within Western Europe. 22  Italy, under pressure from the United States, proposed 
to the OEEC 23  Member States a complete liberalisation on the circulation of 
manpower. This would have allowed a more effi cient utilisation of the available 
workforces through the total opening of European borders within 10 years. This 
solution, however, found criticism in some states. In particular France, Belgium 
and the UK were very much concerned about losing their sovereignty on labour 
and immigration policies and the proposal was not taken up. 24  

 In the early fi fties the French Prime Minister Robert Schuman, tired of the hesi-
tations of the European intellectual environment, 25  proposed that the market for 
coal and steel, of which Europe was witnessing a shortage, had to be controlled by 
a new supranational authority, which became on 18 April 1951 the European Coal 
and Steel Community (ECSC). 26  During the negotiations, the Italian delegates 
took the opportunity to argue that, in order to achieve a completely integrated 
market for coal and steel, freedom of circulation for workers had to be encom-
passed within the treaty provisions. However, France and Germany made it clear 
that free circulation could be contemplated just for workers with proven qualifi -
cations. The strict Franco-German formulation was fi nally accepted in the ECSC 
Treaty. 27  Article 69 committed Member States to lift every employment restriction 
based on nationality, just for a restricted category of workers, by stating that  ‘ Mem-
ber States bind themselves to renounce any restriction based on nationality against 
the employment in the coal and steel industry of workers of proven qualifi ca-
tions for such industries who possess the nationality of one of the Member States; 
this commitment shall be subject to the limitations imposed by the fundamental 
needs of health and public order ’ . The Franco-German approach to the issue of 
freedom of movement left the Italian diplomats, aiming for a wider interpreta-
tion of the ECSC Treaty, 28  unsatisfi ed. Owing to this limited progress, bilateral 
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Finally Germany agreed on a common European approach to unemployment but foresaw its solution 
in a future co-ordination of economic policies and not in the move towards free movement of labour.  

 29      For example the German government was, for some years, quite reluctant to sign a bilateral 
migration agreement with Italy. On this point see       JD   Steinert   ,  ‘  L ’ accordo di emigrazione italo-tedesco e 
il reclutamento di manodopera italiana negli anni cinquanta  ’   in     J   Petersen    (ed),   L ’ emigrazione tra Italia 
e Germania   (  Bari  ,  Piero Lacaita Editore ,  1993 )  142 – 60    .  

 30      Romero, above n 15 at 43.  
 31      ibid, 52 – 58. On this point see also Urwin, above n 25 at 74. Some pushes to liberalise the job 

market came particularly from Nato. Straight after the Korean War Nato started to look suspiciously at 
the imbalance between countries with full employment and localised shortages of skilled workers and 
other nations with large groups of available manpower. Initially the US asked the OEEC to liberalise 
work in Europe. Later on, they started to push for the creation of the Common Market.  

 32      Jean Monnet was the one who strongly suggested for further sector integration in the fi eld of 
transport and energy. See Urwin, above n 25 at 62 – 67.  

 33      See Milward, above n 8 at 173.  
 34      ibid.  
 35      One of these objections was the fact that German exports were not just concentrated on the mar-

ket of the six but targeted also Austria, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. A customs 
union that would introduce an external tariff higher than the one applied so far by Germany was going 
to be regarded by these states with suspicion. ibid, 196.  

agreements still seemed the only way to achieve suitable advantages for the Italian 
workers. In 1955 Italy signed its last migration bilateral agreement with Germany 
which, up until then, had been reluctant to engage with Italy. 29  With the signing 
of the  German-Italian Treaty all the industrial regions of Western Europe were 
completely engaged in bilateral migratory schemes with Italy as a counterpart. 30  

 The issue of freedom of movement took an explicit and fuller shape with the 
negotiations for the Common Market, which began in 1955 in Messina. 31  On that 
occasion the Benelux countries suggested that the target to achieve was the crea-
tion of a new comprehensive economic community. Surprisingly, they suggested 
that this new economic community should not encompass limited economic areas 
of integration 32  but had to pursue the aim of achieving a complete common mar-
ket of goods, services, capital and labour. It is interesting to note how the Benelux 
countries moved from an initial scepticism to a belief that that a common market 
was the path to pursue. The forerunner in this change of attitude was the Neth-
erlands. Up until 1955 the Netherlands was a fi rm opponent of common market 
schemes. The view that prevailed among the Dutch was that they needed to pursue 
an Atlantic co-operation with the US rather than belonging to a small continen-
tal bloc that had, in their view, very little to offer. 33  The change occurred in 1955 
following American pressure on the Netherlands to participate in the European 
Defence Community, a project that, if it did not fail due to the lack of ratifi ca-
tion by the French Parliament, would have established a pan-European military 
force. On that occasion the Netherlands started to demand economic and not just 
military co-operation. 34  Later on Germany too joined the Netherlands and Italy 
in asking for a gradual introduction of the free circulation of workers. As a matter 
of fact, the serious objections put forward by Germany 35  on the Common Mar-
ket project became counterbalanced by the simplifi ed access that they would have 
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movement for persons, services and capital ’ .  

had to the French and Italian markets, which were the biggest importers from 
 Germany at the time. 36  

 At the end of the conference the freedom of movement of workers was incorpo-
rated among the aims to pursue for the creation of the Common Market in order 
to launch  ‘ a fresh advance towards the building of Europe ’ . 37  These aims took the 
concrete form of an embryonic Common Market proposal, owing to the restless 
work of the Belgian Prime Minister of the time, Henry Spaak. His fi rst  ad interim  
report issued in 1956, known as the Spaak Report, 38  referred to unemployment 
not as a hindrance but rather as a resource for European growth. According to it, 
unemployment could be better tackled by common action. 39  To this end, Chapter 
III, Title III was completely dedicated to free movement of labour and particular 
attention was also given to the avoidance of discrimination between nationals and 
non-nationals when taking up job positions. 40  

 The indications contained in the Spaak Report were fi nally crystallised in the 
EEC Treaty. 41  Workers were subdivided into salaried, service providers and self-
employed 42  and their right to freely move within the territory of the Union was 
encompassed in the part of the Treaty dedicated to the Foundations of the Com-
munity. 43  With regard to salaried workers, Article 48(2) stated that free move-
ment  ‘ shall entail the abolition of any discrimination based on nationality between 
workers of the Member States as regards employment, remuneration and other 
conditions of work and employment ’ . Likewise, with regard to the freedom of 
establishment, Article 53 stated that Member States  ‘ shall not introduce any new 
restrictions on the right of establishment in their territories of nationals of other 
Member States, save as otherwise provided in this Treaty ’ . Finally, Article 59 on 
service providers prohibited  ‘ restrictions on freedom to provide services within 
the Community ’ . 

 The EEC Treaty also set out the basis for the implementation of free movement 
of workers through secondary legislation. The EEC Treaty stated in fact that  ‘ for the 
purpose of establishing a Common Market the activities of the Community shall 
include  …  c) the abolition as between Member States, of obstacles to freedom of 
movement for persons, services and capital ’  and that  ‘ as soon as this Treaty enters 
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 44      Secondary legislation soon followed the EEC Treaty provisions on freedom of movement. In the 
fi rst phase, Council Reg 15/1960/EEC tempered the normal priority given to national workers when 
taking up a job position with a temporal limitation. Art 1 provided that, once passed three weeks from 
the registration of a vacancy without a national worker having responded to it, the position had to 
be granted to a worker of another Member State at equal conditions. This provision was completely 
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 45      Milward, above n 8 at 59. Towards the end of the 60s Italian migration changed. Figures for 
departure decreased dramatically. Rates of return grew higher than ever. In the 1970s migration from 
Italy stopped.  

into force, the Council shall, acting on a proposal from the Commission and after 
consulting the Economic and Social Committee, issue directives or make regula-
tions setting out the measures required to bring about, by progressive stages, free-
dom of movement for workers, as defi ned in Article 48 ’ . The secondary legislation 
concerning free movement of workers, adopted soon after the entry into force of 
the EEC Treaty and culminating in Council Regulation 1612/68/EEC, worked on 
a long  ‘ step-by-step ’  process in order to abolish the limits that could be perceived 
as a strain on the right of workers to move freely within the Union. 44  With the 
three successive community regulations the national priorities for employment 
were reduced and eventually abolished for all EEC workers and family members. 

 Despite having avoided the option of an integrated system and having preferred 
a sort of gradual easing of their interdependence, at no point did any of the Mem-
ber States obstruct the process of gradual liberalisation of the market. Interestingly, 
despite all the Italian claims in order to achieve a common market, full integration 
only came about when its impact on the Italian nation was no longer so crucial. 45   

   3. BILATERAL AGREEMENTS AND FAMILY MEMBERS ’  RESIDENCE RIGHTS  

 Having pictured the historical background from the bilateral agreements to the 
Common Market, the book will now focus on the approach of granting family 
residence rights adopted in the bilateral agreements concluded between northern 
European states and Italy. This section is divided into fi ve sub-sections. The fi rst 
four of these will describe the approach adopted by the bilateral agreements con-
cluded by some states with Italy. The last sub-section will explain the reasons why 
the open approach towards granting residence rights to workers ’  family members 
was probably adopted in order to create extra incentives to the Italian movement 
of labour towards northern Europe. 

 Before starting this analysis a clarifi cation of method is necessary. As mentioned 
above, given the fundamental role of Italy both in the drafting of bilateral agree-
ments and in the pursuit of the Common Market this analysis is going to focus just 
on the bilateral agreements that see this country as one of the counterparts. The 
northern European states with which Italy concluded bilateral agreements and 
on which the analysis is going to be focused are Belgium, France, Germany and 
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d ’ une main-d ’ oeuvre d ’ appoint, La politique belge de l ’ immigration de 1945  à  1970   (  Louvain  ,  Presses 
Universitaires de Louvain ,  1976 )  64   .  

 49      ibid.  

Luxembourg. This choice is triggered by the fact these countries and Italy were 
not just involved in bilateral agreements but became also the founding fathers 
of Europe. This coincidence will allow us to draw similarities and connections 
between the bilateral agreements and the Common Market approach as far as fam-
ily reunifi cation is concerned. The Netherlands has been left out of this account. 
The reason lies in the fact that, despite also being one of the six founding fathers of 
Europe, it had a later history of bilateral agreements with Italy 46  and therefore the 
origins of EU provisions on family residence rights cannot be really traced back in 
the bilateral agreement relationship between Italy and the Netherlands. 

   3.1. Belgium  

 From the eighteenth century the economy of 30 municipalities in the Borinage, a 
region of southern Belgium, was founded on coal mining. After the Second World 
War this region was a valuable resource, in the worldwide coal shortage, for the 
rebuilding of Europe. There was no more striking example anywhere in Europe of 
the post-war concern for employment than the re-establishment and maintenance 
of the production of coal in the mines of southern Belgium. In fact during the 
world coal shortage of 1945, when the only coal available on world markets were 
allocations from the United States, it appeared logical to avoid any sort of reduc-
tion in the size of Belgian industries. 47  

 The necessity of re-establishing the coal industry made mining a protected 
occupation during the war and even after. For example, even the lowest skilled 
group of mining workers were granted good salaries and good pension schemes. 48  
Moreover, the necessity of fi nding workers in order to revitalise the coal indus-
try convinced the Belgian government to approve a  ‘ statute ’  for coal miners. This 
statute provided exceptional advantages to them such as the right to retire before 
30 years of work, supplementary holidays and up to 4,200 kg of free coal per 
year. 49  Despite such advantages, Belgian citizens still showed little desire to work 
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underground. 50  Moreover, many citizens were still displaced because of the war 
and Belgium had labour shortages. 51  In order to fi ll these gaps, initially Belgium 
retained 64,000 German prisoners for its mines. However, when the prisoners 
were released in 1947, the crucial question was about who could replace them. 
Given its structural lack of workers, Belgium looked for men in the country in 
which it was sure to fi nd them: Italy. 52  

 The fi rst bilateral agreement between Belgium and Italy was signed on 20 June 
1946. 53  Belgium agreed to supply to Italy fi ve tons of coal per month for each 
 Italian worker. Italy, on its side, agreed to provide Belgium with 2,000 workers per 
week. 54  After 1947 immigrants made up about three-quarters of the total under-
ground labour force; of them about three-quarters were Italian. 55  Apart from 
this exchange between men and primary resources, the agreement also encom-
passed some other provisions on the rights of Italian workers. The agreement 
stated that the Belgian government had to provide Italian workers with appropri-
ate housing, food, employment conditions and a salary that had to be equal to that 
of Belgian miners. 56  Despite the attempt to give Italian migrants enhanced protec-
tion on certain issues, the legislation remained silent on family residence rights. 
This is not surprising since the fi rst Belgian national legislation that mentions the 
concept of family reunifi cation is the Belgian Aliens Act of 15 December 1980. 57  
However, like France, Belgium perceived itself as a country of immigration, need-
ing families to settle both for economic and demographic reasons. 58  To this aim, 
the famous French demographer Alfred Sauvy in his report 59  underlined how 
 Belgium had to adopt, in order to improve production and solve its demographic 
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problems, a policy of integration and assimilation of the families of the migrant 
workers. As Belgium had a strong interest for Italian workers to stay in order to 
develop its coal industry, the authorities made efforts through campaigns 60  such 
as its brochures  ‘ Vivre et travailler en Belgique ’  rather than through legislation, to 
encourage prospective immigrants to bring their families along. In their view this 
would have allowed families to lead a normal life, overcome any diffi culties in set-
tling in 61  and fi nally establish themselves in Belgium. According to the chronicles 
of the time, in many public squares in Italy it was possible to fi nd posters declar-
ing the advantages granted by Belgium to foreign miners, among which there was 
also the possibility soon to reunite with their families. 62  One of these advantages 
granted by the Belgian government, for instance, was the covering of 50 per cent 
of the travel expenses of the family. 63  From 1946 to 1957 140,469 Italian workers, 
followed by 46,364 family members, reached Belgium. 64   

   3.2. France  

 France has a long tradition of immigration. Since the second half of the nine-
teenth century thousands of foreigners had been recruited or granted admission 
in the hope of compensating for the country ’ s insuffi cient labour supply and low 
birth rate. 65  The real problem of immigration arose in France in 1945, in con-
junction with the issues of demography and its labour force. To understand their 
importance as post-war concerns, one must appreciate the situation that existed 
at the end of the Second World War. As result of the war, France lost a large part 
of its population. 66  On top of this issue, France was also experiencing a severe 
decline it its birth rate. It was again Alfred Sauvy, the eminent demographer who 
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would advise Belgium some years later, who suggested that in order to overcome 
the post-war economic stagnation a programme of permanent, large-scale immi-
gration was a top priority. 67  

 On 2 November 1945, with an  ordonnance , the National Immigration Offi ce 
(ONI) was created. 68  This institution was given a monopoly over the recruitment 
of foreign labour into France. Although ONI was meant to become the most 
highly organised system of recruitment for migrants coming to France from every 
foreign state, within some years after its creation it was left responsible only for 
migrants coming from Europe. 69  When the Commissariat G é n é ral du Plan 70  set 
France the objective of increasing production to 25 per cent above that in 1929 by 
1950 71  ONI, with the support of the then Minister of Labour Ambroise Croizat, 
concentrated all its efforts on Italy. All of a sudden Italy became the cornerstone of 
the new French migration policy. Geographic and cultural proximity, the presence 
of former Italian migrants and the absence of political obstacles made Italy the 
perfect candidate to supply the French with much-needed labour. 72  

 The bilateral agreement between France and Italy was ratifi ed on 21 March 
1947. 73  According to this agreement, France had to grant the recruitment of 
200,000 Italian workers per year. 74  Prior to leaving, workers had to be subjected 
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to medical checks by the Italian health authorities. 75  Italian workers could not 
choose the job position they were going to take, nor the place to which they would 
be assigned. 76  Also, unlike the Belgian agreement, in the French one it was not 
possible to fi nd provisions binding the French government to provide Italian 
workers with appropriate housing. Despite less generous general terms, a special 
regime was applied to Italian workers who had families. In fact, in this Treaty it was 
possible to fi nd provisions that explicitly referred to the possibility of transfer-
ring family members to France, 77  instead of simply granting workers the right of 
sending allowances to their relatives back in Italy. 78  Article 14 stated that a special 
agreement had to determine the conditions under which families of Italian work-
ers could travel to France. The French government, on its side, had to facilitate 
the arrival of these families to the territory of France by taking up some of their 
travel expenses. The explicit mention of the issue of family reunifi cation is not 
surprising because family reunifi cation provisions were already present at national 
level via Ordonnance no. 45-2658, 79  showing that France had early sensitivity over 
such issues. From 1947 to 1949 the total number of families recorded by the ONI 
included approximately 58,000 people, 48 per cent of which were Italian. 80   

   3.3. Germany  

 Until 1885 Germany was mainly an emigration country. 81  The peak of emigration 
was reached between 1881 and 1885 when 857,000 migrants left Germany. 82  After 
the economic expansion began, the number of emigrants dropped rapidly and, 
as a consequence, during the late nineteenth century overseas German migration 
was massively replaced by internal migration from rural to industrialised parts of 
the country. 

 After the Second World War, Germany slowly started to turn into an immi-
gration country. During this period Germany began to face massive immigration 
fl ows. The fi rst people that entered the country were either refugees from East-
ern Europe or expelled persons from the former German territories. 83  These vol-
untary migrants practically covered the vacant places that, during the war, were 
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 German unemployment reached 2.7 %  by September 1955.  

occupied by war prisoners 84  and ended up functioning as a large labour reserve. 
Nevertheless, the almost immediate efforts begun by the allies after the cessation 
of hostilities to reconstruct the industrial capacity of Germany, together with the 
currency reform of 1948, triggered such a deep and fast economic recovery that all 
the labour surpluses were soon absorbed. 85  

 West German employers started actively importing foreign labour from 1948. 
Despite the delay compared to other European countries, the outcome was prob-
ably the most organised state recruitment apparatus anywhere in Europe, known 
as the guestworker system. 86  Initially, the Federal Labour Offi ce of Germany set up 
recruitment offi ces all around the Mediterranean countries. German employers 
in need of foreign labour had to apply to the Labour Offi ce, which, after receiving 
payment of a fee, had the task of recruiting suitable workers. Workers had to pass a 
test that allowed the Labour Offi ce to evaluate their occupational skills. Moreover, 
workers were subjected to medical tests and police record checks. If all the pre-
requisites were fulfi lled, they were all accompanied in groups to Germany, where 
employers had to provide them with proper accommodation. 87  

 The fi rst bilateral recruitment agreement was concluded with Italy in 1955. 88  
As early as 1953 Italy had expressed its will to sign a bilateral agreement with 
Germany. However, it was only in April 1954 that the negotiations started and, 
after a period of stalemate, 89  the agreement was signed. The decision to sign this 
agreement was dictated by economic and historical circumstances. In the early fi f-
ties Germany, in order to develop its economy, pushed for a strong liberalisation 
of international trade. At that time Germany traded intensely with Italy, one of its 
major coal importers. 90  At the same time the Italian economy, as previously men-
tioned, was characterised by high levels of unemployment. When Italy pressured 
Germany to hire seasonal Italian workers, threatening to adopt a more restrictive 
importation policy in case of a negative answer, Germany accepted the Italian con-
ditions. This decision was moved surely out of fear of losing its biggest importer 
of coal 91  and, presumably, also because Germany desperately needed new labour 
to keep pace with its continuously growing economy. 92  
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 According to the agreement, Germany had to indicate the number of workers 
that needed to be recruited and for what kind of jobs. 93  Practically, the Federal 
Labour Offi ce, acting jointly with the Italian Labour Ministry, was responsible for 
recruitment. From Nuremberg all job requests from German employers had to 
be sent to the local offi ces of the Italian Labour Ministry, which was in charge 
of viewing and choosing the workers. 94  Once the worker was accepted, he was 
granted a bilingual job contract 95  and an authorisation to work, which was the 
prerequisite to have a work permit issued once in Germany. 96  The German gov-
ernment also covered the visa and travel expenses for the Italian workers. 97  They 
were also granted the same work and housing conditions as German workers. 98  

 Looking at the content of the agreement it is also clear how the presence of Ital-
ian workers on German territory was meant to be limited in time. 99  In fact, prob-
ably because of the nation ’ s self-perception of not being a country of immigration, 
German bilateral agreements 100  were characterised by the creation of a rotation 
system which intended to frequently replace the previous generation of temporary 
guestworkers with a new one. 101  

 Despite the German temporary job policy towards immigrants and lack of a 
broader legislation concerning protecting family residence rights 102  the agree-
ment, surprisingly, made reference to family rights and adopted quite an open 
position on family reunifi cation. Article 15 stated that all the Italian workers that 
wished to be accompanied by their families had to prove that they were living in 
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proper housing. Workers, when issues of public safety or public order were not 
occurring, were given residence permits for their families in the shortest possible 
time. Moreover, requests for residence permits for relatives not belonging to the 
core family unit were also accepted. 103  The same article states explicitly that the 
competent offi ces also had to examine  ‘ benevolently ’  the admission requests of 
other family members. 104  Finally, although the bilateral agreement between Italy 
and Germany did not specify it in any provision, the policy of Germany was that 
the family member (generally the woman) who was allowed to enter with the for-
eign worker was also entitled to take up a job position. 105   

   3.4. Luxembourg  

 The fi rst migration fl ows to Luxembourg can be traced back to the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century. That period was characterised by the industrialisation 
of the country and the beginning of mining activities. The fast development of the 
mining and steel industry created the need to import a huge amount of manpower 
since the need for labour could not be supplied entirely by the native population. 
Both low- and high-skilled workers were required. 106  

 The fi rst wave of immigrants to be employed in the steel and coal industry was, 
once again, Italian. 107  The fi rst Italian wave of migration to Luxembourg occurred 
in between the last decade of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the First 
World War. Italian workers used to move to Luxembourg mainly from the north-
ern and central regions of Italy. This fi rst migration fl ow was characterised by 
extreme temporariness. Workers stayed for limited periods and generally returned 
to Italy in winter. 108  Temporariness, with some exceptions in the period before 
the First World War, continued to characterise the presence of Italian migrants 
in Luxembourg up until the post-Second World War period. 109  At the end of the 
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